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Here are some of our favorite timeless style quotes to help you reinforce that oomph in your stride. The VIBE view presents 23 male style quotes live - from living legends like Tom Ford to timeless style icons like Cary Grant. A few years ago, whistleblowers would have called BS on G when a New York magazine claimed that Toronto is
Canada's most stylish city. Montreal has historically been the hotbed of all things fashion forward, but these days we Torontonians will have to agree that we have finally surpassed the competition. Maybe it's Canada poor marketing skills (watch the Canack production commercial for nothing, and you'll see what we mean), but until no one
looked, Toronto has turned into a style capital of that hell, you could say it could be the most stylish city on the entire continent, and it would be hard to argue, said one of the oldest media bodies on men's Gq. In honor of the new era of coolness in Toronto men's fashion Here are 23 men's style quotes live... A well-tied tie is the first serious
step in life. - Oscar Wilde Dressing well is a form of good manners. - Tom Ford For more great male lifestyle content visit our sister site, SWAGGER Magazine, the North American modern human resource all manly. Clothes don't make a man, but clothes got a lot of people a good job. - Herbert Harold Vreeland Know who you are and then
decorate yourself accordingly. - Epictetus It is absolutely impossible to be well dressed in cheap shoes. - Hardy Amies Man, who is often said to be able to get away with wearing a cloak on his dinner jacket, or an old school tie for the belt, is the one who actually understands the rules of the right dress and can bend them according to his
own personality and requirements. - G. Bruce Boyer Never use the word cheap. Today everyone can look chic in inexpensive clothes (the rich buy them too). There is good fashion design in every level today. You can be the most chic thing in the world in a T-shirt and jeans, it's up to you. - Karl Lagerfeld I often take a brand new suit or hat
and throw it against the wall a few times to get that tough, square new out of it. - Fred Astaire Style knows who you are, what you want to say, and don't give a damn - Orson Welles Dress up your sportswear and dress down formal clothes. - Luciano Barbera. Each person looks all the more so in a belted trench coat. - Sydney J. Harris
Like every good person, I strive for perfection, and like every ordinary person, I have found that perfection is out of reach - but not a perfect suit. - Edward Tivnan Clothes is never frivolity: they always mean something. - James Laver Watch well not self-esteem; it's self-respect. - Charles Hicks Never wear anything that panics the cat. - PJ
O'Rourke Each form corrupts his character. - Max Frisch Is a Well Dressed Man whose clothes you'll never notice. - William Somerset Maugham Putting on a beautifully designed designed lifts my spirits, extols my sense of self, and helps define me as the person for whom details matter. - Gay Tales of Men's Fashion all begin as
sportswear and progress in great public occasions. The coat, which began as a hunting coat, is just finishing this journey. A tracksuit is just starting one. - Angus McGill The One who goes against the fashion of his slave himself. - Logan Pearsall Smith Boer covers himself, rich man or fool adorns himself, and elegant man dresses. -
Honore de Balzac Fashion are disappearing, the style is eternal. - Yves Saint Laurent Clothes make a man. Naked people have little or no influence on society. - Mark Twain What are some of your favorite male style quotes? Share them with us on Instagram (@ViewtheVIBE) or tweet us @ViewTheVIBE. 20 quotes from the sharpest
minds and witty minds on the theme of male style. Fashion and style were one of the main cultural concerns, as a man for the first time admired himself in the skin of a woolly mammoth, looking at his reflection in the original swamp. Since then, quite a lot has been said on this subject. Below we've collected our favorite quotes - because
the ability to pop out witty wit in a short time is almost as important as the art of dressing well yourself. Style is not just about what you wear, but also about what you say. Making your mark in the world of a well-tied tie is the first serious step in life. - Oscar Wilde Clothes make a man. Naked people have little or no influence on society. -
Mark Twain Clothes and manners do not make a man; but when he did, they greatly improved his appearance. - Arthur Ashe Dress as you have done something about yourself, even if you don't - Men's Health Clothes doesn't make a man, but clothes have a lot of people a good job. - Herbert Harold Vreeland Style and Personality One
pretends to do something, or copy someone or some kind of teacher until it can be done confidently and easily in what becomes one of them. - Cary Grant Man should look as if he bought his clothes with intelligence, put them on with care and then forgot all about them. - Hardy Amies suits and tailor well tailored costumes for women that
lingerie for men - Anon Like every good man, I strive for perfection, and like any ordinary man, I've found that perfection is out of reach - but not a perfect costume. - Edward Tivnan Art Of Dressing Well It's totally impossible to be well dressed in cheap shoes. - Hardy Amies To achieve the carelessness that is absolutely necessary for a
person, one article at least should not conform. - Hardy Amies Never Wear Anything That Panics Cat. - J. is self-respect. - Charles Hicks Dressing well is a form of good manners. - Tom Ford Ham embraces himself, a rich man or a fool adorns himself, and an elegant man dresses up. - Honore de Balzac Fashion Men's Fashion all start out
as Clothing and and to great state occasions. The coat, which began as a hunting coat, is just finishing this journey. A tracksuit is just starting one. - Angus McGill Is the One who goes against the fashion of his slave himself. - Logan Pearsall Smith Every generation laughs at the old fashion, but follows religiously new. - Henry David
Thoreau Trendy is the last stage before tacky. Check out our range of menswear. Or if you liked this post and know anyone else who likes slick witty, style-based banter, please like to share this post using social buttons. The quotes are labeled as formal Showing 1-11 out of 11 What is it about wearing a tuxedo or that little black dress that
makes us feel confident, beautiful, gorgeous, even invincible? We put on formal clothes and suddenly become extraordinary. On days when you feel low and invisible, why not try it on size: imagine that you are wearing a fantastic tuxedo or a stunning formal dress. And then start your day. - Vera Nazaryan, Eternal Inspiration Calendar
Nobody wants to give up the weekend-long excuse to dress up and try to outsite each other. - Elizabeth Eulberg, Graduation and Prejudice You know that when a police officer refuses to produce official identification on request, they are probably involved in some form of corruption. It's more about how you think of yourself in front of a
mirror! - Shubham Raj Whether it's formally educated or self-educated; Education is the cornerstone of success. - Will Foster La gente vera non parla mica cos' formale. - David Eddings, Crystal Gorge Formal Business Situations will probably be the least revealing, because these are the times when we are all likely to have our gaming
faces. Nonstop. Success non-stop! Not being well paid is even more painful for those who are bound to come to work well dressed. - Mokhonoana's Mokhonoana Mobile reputation as the birthplace of Mardi Gras in North America is not based solely on the fact that a few half-starved French colonists observed before Lenten holidays here
300 years ago... In 1852, a group of mobile Cowbellians moved to New Orleans and formed Krewe Komusa, which is now what is the oldest and most secretive carnival society of major cities.... All parading mobile society throw Moon Pies along with beads and doubloons, providing sweet food revellers lining the streets. The crowd is very
regional, mostly coastal Alabamians. Everyone seems to know each other and they are always well deserved and often very hospitable when they find out that you have traveled a long way just to attend the carnival. Late in the evening, silk debutante dresses with a white tie and tail clad who is already tired of their formal balls easily
combined with street crowds ... - Gary Bridgman, Lonely Planet Louisiana
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